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Roller Grill Double Deck Pizza Oven PZ430 D
6kW. (2x 13A). Pizza capacity: up to 2x 16"   View Product 

 Code : PZ430D

  
 64% OFF   Sale 

£2,889.00

£1,039.99 / exc vat
£1,247.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The professional pizza oven PZ 430 D is particularly
innovative in its double regulation. 

The professional pizza oven PZ 430 D is equipped with an
innovative system of double regulation of the vault and the
bottom of each chamber of this double pizza oven: - A
thermostat regulates the chamber and the infrared quartz
in the upper part - A power regulator for the bottom, that is
to say the firestone and infrared quartz in the lower part.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 500 670 580

Cm 50 67 58

Inches
(approx)

19 26 22

 2 firestones for even cooking

 2 pieces of 15-minute-sound-timer lock position for

non-stop use

 2 double thermic controls (Thermostat 0-350 ° +

power regulator)

 Double insulated door with tempered glass of each

chamber

 Option: stainless steel kit KPZ 430 to stack up to 3

Roller Grill pizza ovens

Material : Stainless Steel & Glass
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